Cleaning House - SOLUTION
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dusting  windows  fresh  paper towels
sweeping  vacuum  fix  broom
mopping  carpets  bubbles  water
Swiffer  put away  sponge  garbage
rags  laundry  brush  rearrange
scrubbing  wax  clean  debris
Windex  wipe  spring  neat
chemicals  bucket  arrange  tidy
ammonia  trash  germs  organization
polish  Pine-Sol  antibacterial  apron
furniture  filthy  soap  housework
picking up  grease  refill
declutter  shine  Magic Eraser

To find the answer to the trivia question, look for a word or phrase that is hidden in the puzzle, but not in the word list.

Trivia: From 1970 through 1990, Nancy Walker played the role of a waitress who promoted Bounty paper towels. She became famous for the line, “the quicker picker-upper.” What was the first name of Nancy's character on these commercials?

Answer: Rosie